Summer Reading Book List:

*This is a list of titles from the Scholastic Summer Reading List. **You may choose a book that is not on this list.**

Title: Nation  
Author: Deborah Heiligman

Title: Charles and Emma: The Darwins’ Leap of Faith  
Author: Terry Pratchett

Title: The Book Thief  
Author: Markus Zusak

Title: Flush  
Author: Carl Hiaasen

Title: Code Talker: A Novel About the Navajo Marines of World War Two  
Author: Joseph Bruchac

Title: Code Orange  
Author: Caroline B. Cooney

Title: The Ransom of Mercy Carter  
Author: Cooney

Title: Goddess of Yesterday  
Author: Caroline B. Cooney

Title: Last Shot: A Final Four Mystery  
Author: John Feinstein

Title: The Time Hackers  
Author: Gary Paulsen

Title: Under the Baseball Moon  
Author: John H. Ritter

Title: What I Saw and How I Lied  
Author: Judy Blundell

Title: Sunrise Over Fallujah  
Author: Walter Dean Myers

Title: Chasing Lincoln’s Killer  
Author: James L. Swanson

Title: Marcelo in the Real World  
Author: Francis X. Stork

Title: Absolutely Maybe  
Author: Lisa Yee

Title: Drums, Girls, and Dangerous Pie  
Author: Jordan Sonnenblick

Title: A Step from Heaven  
Author: An Na

Title: Walker’s Crossing  
Author: Phyllis Reynolds Naylor

Title: Crossing the Wire  
Author: Hobbs

Title: The Amah  
Author: Laurence Yep

Title: Silent to the Bone  
Author: E.L Koningsburg

Title: Messenger  
Author: Lois Lowry

Title: Curse as Dark as Gold  
Author: Elizabeth C. Bunce

Title: Lock and Key  
Author: Sarah Dessen

Title: The Season  
Author: Sarah MacLean

Title: Woodsong  
Author: Gary Paulsen
Title: Milkweed  
Author: Jerry Spinelli

Title: Beyond the Burning Time  
Author: Lasky

Title: A Break with Charity  
Author: Rinaldi

Title: Blizzard's Wake  
Author: Naylor

Title: At the Sign of the Star  
Author: Sturtevant

Title: Truth-Teller's Tale  
Author: Shinn

Title: Rebel Angels  
Author: Bray

Title: Repossessed  
Author: Jenkins

Title: Good Omens  
Author: Gaiman

Title: Tempted  
Author: Cast

Title: In the Forests of the Night  
Author: Atwater-Rhodes

Title: The Curious Incident of the Dog in the Night  
Author: Haddon

Title: The Wednesday Wars  
Author: Schmidt

Title: Twisted  
Author: Anderson

Title: Fever, 1793  
Author: Anderson

Title: The Ruby in the Smoke  
Author: Pullman

Title: The Secret of Sarah Revere  
Author: Rinaldi

Title: Two Suns in the Sky  
Author: Bat-Ami

Title: Blood Red Horse  
Author: Grant

Title: Sarah Bishop  
Author: O'Dell

Title: Listening for Lions  
Author: Whelan

Title: The Book Thief  
Author: Zusak

Title: The Fault in Our Stars  
Author: John Green

Title: The Eleventh Plague  
Author: Jeff Hirsh

Title: Ghost  
Author: Jason Reynolds

Title: Darius the Great is Not OK  
Author: Adib Khorram

Title: If I Ever Get Out of Here  
Author: Eric Gansworth

Title: Elijah of Buxton  
Author: Christopher Paul Curtis